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Executive Summary
GRC in 2014: Still Fragmented After All These Years
Since Hypatia Research first covered the governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) software market in 2011, much has
changed. Much hasn’t.
The market for governance risk and compliance (GRC) software is
‘You can’t look at risk once a year. A risk
still a maelstrom, the kind of maelstrom that engenders confusion
among both customers and vendors. Some vendors offer GRC for
assessment is a living document.”
the enterprise, known as eGRC, focusing on strategic and
-- Frank Santora, First Vice President,
operational risk management. Others offer what’s known as ITOperational Risk Management Group
GRC, focusing on monitoring access and communications for
compliance. The fact that both branches of GRC use technology to
Hudson City Savings Bank
automate highly complex processes is confusing. The fact that many
vendors offer capabilities that overlap into both areas is confusing.
The fact that many vendors offer limited pieces of the GRC puzzle is confusing.
Figure 1: Use of GRC Software by Timeframe: Among Respondents that Perform GRC

We outsource all GRC processes to a manage
services provider

4.3%

We perform all GRC processes internally in a
manual fashion using spreadsheets or home grown
solutions.

29.8%

More than 5 years

More than 3, but less than 5 years

More than 2 years, but less than 3 years

1 to 2 years
Less than 1 year: We have just started and plan to
expand our usage

28.7%

6.9%

8.0%

10.1%

12.2%
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In 2011, we saw this highly fragmented, sometimes confusing market for enterprises, with most split along two lines: GRC
for IT, focusing on security and data access, and GRC for the enterprise, focusing on risk management and compliance. At
that time, we strongly urged that enterprises look for applications that integrated these two capabilities in order to develop
a holistic view of their enterprise, one that would provide both insight and consistency across multiple areas.
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The good news is that enterprises have begun to see the value in GRC applications. The bad news is that the market is still
fragmented; many vendors are still enticing enterprises with point solutions that solve pressing problems, but not long-term
ones. In fact, this narrow focus on GRC can actually present challenges later.
To get a sense of current attitudes toward GRC, Hypatia Research
evaluated over 20 GRC vendors, and interviewed users of these
applications. We also surveyed 664 end-users of GRC software, and
the results were stark: while just 30 percent had been utilizing GRC
software for more than five years, another third have only been doing
so for less than five years, and still another 30 percent still perform
GRC processes manually using spreadsheets or other home-grown
solutions. That represents significant room for expansion.

Usage Moves from Reactive to
Proactive
But in our research into the applications themselves, the news is
heartening. We found a number of applications that subscribe to our
viewpoint that integration – not only between internal modules, but
among external data sources – is imperative. Several vendors
impressed us with a number of state-of-the-art features indicating
forward-thinking insight about user needs; many have a strong sense
on how their applications will accommodate cutting-edge technology
such as mobile devices, social media, and big data.
Still, one thing has not changed with this updated research. Hypatia
Research Group’s assessment is that enterprises will gain the most
value from GRC applications that provide more than just a sense of
insurance. Too often, enterprises invest in and deploy GRC
applications as a reaction to a mandate: comply with this regulation;
adhere to this service-level agreement; assure the access protection of
this data.

MARKET Research Approach
Hypatia Research applies a hybrid methodology
[quantitative & qualitative] that evaluates the
Market-drivers, Actions, Responses, Knowledge,
Expertise, and Technology enablers (MARKET)
that influence corporate behavior in specific
business environments. These terms are defined
as follows:
Market Pressures — external forces that impact
an organization’s market position,
competitiveness, or business operations
Actions — the strategic approaches that an
organization plan in response to industry
pressures
Responses—how organizations invest and
overcome business challenges.
Knowledge & Expertise—competencies, skills
and processes required to execute on corporate
strategy
Enabling Technology— the key functionality
of technology solutions required to support the
organization’s enabling business practices

Instead, GRC applications have the potential to help enterprises be proactive – to identify potential problems before they
manifest themselves; to understand risks before they’ve invested too many resources; to prevent adverse events before
they cause damage to revenues, reputation, or both.

Challenges Continue

As we noted in 2011, not since ERP applications became popular has there been an application that so intensely requires
equal attention paid to people, process, and technology. Like ERP applications, GRC applications can be time-consuming,
though with the increasing availability of cloud solutions, enterprises can derive the benefits of GRC sooner. In a world of
ever-changing and ever-increasing regulations, having a service provider updating regulatory issues via a subscription or
library – in the same way that a security provider updates malware definitions – can be helpful.
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This capability is not without its challenges. GRC applications that provide that kind of enterprise-wide insight tend to be far
more expensive than counterparts that focus on narrow areas. They require a high-level of collaboration among executives
from multiple departments – finance, information technology, operations – all of whom may have different agendas; or,
more commonly, already-installed applications that work fine for their needs but not for the greater good of the enterprise.
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Figure 2: GRC Investment Approach: Largely Driven by Financial and Industry Regulations

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved

In addition, the topic itself covers so many areas, many of which overlap, hampering companies’ efforts. Governance covers
not only how data is accessed, protected, and secured, but also involves adherence to everything from partnership
contracts and service-level agreements, to internal policies. Risk covers investment in new products, geographic expansion,
and exposure to lawsuits and reputation damage. Compliance covers not only industry-specific governmental regulations,
such as those for the finance, healthcare or energy industries, but also other government regulations such as maintaining
privacy of customer data; add to this compliance to industry regulations for the manufacturing and pharmaceutical
industries.

Hypatia’s Assessment

“Brakes were invented to let cars
go fast. Privacy is to allow the flow
of information. “

Based on our research into the global GRC market and those success
stories, Hypatia Research believes that the GRC software segment has a
great potential to benefit not only ease in passing audits, but to support
-- Privacy Officer, Microsoft
corporate performance management goals. This viewpoint is predicated on
the ability of vendors to deliver solutions that represent a convergence of
both IT and enterprise GRC capabilities, solutions based not on solving
specific issues, but solutions that flexibly address at a holistic and integrated level all of the interlocking and interwoven
governance, risk, and compliance issues that companies face no matter where or in what industries they do business.

June 27, 2014

But as with ERP, enterprise-wide GRC provides an unprecedented level of consistency, of accuracy, or auditability that is
vital when it comes to understanding not only how the enterprise works, but how it can work better through deeper insight
and better controls.
We strongly urge enterprises currently using or considering GRC applications to think beyond the problems they’re trying
to solve toward the performance they’re trying to achieve.
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Introduction: Where Do Companies Need GRC?


Advances in technology such as cloud, service-oriented architectures and master data management affect

Key Findings

business processes and data integration, key elements of GRC efforts.


Complexity of compliance increases not only because of new governmental regulations, but also because
different regions or departments may have divergent or even conflicting requirements.



High levels of fragmentation exist among users’ perception and understanding about GRC – particularly about
the importance of having an integrated GRC strategy.



GRC applications themselves are changing, with eGRC applications adding more IT-GRC capabilities, and
vice versa.

The simple answer: everywhere. In the 21 century, governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) has created a drumbeat of
st

urgency and uproar for companies of any size. More simplicity – you can break down the whole concept of GRC to a
handful of questions:


What did you do?



When did you do it?



Did you do it properly?



Can you prove it?

“You can’t turn around in
business these days without
bumping into a regulation.”
--CIO, Financial Services Firm

But something so fundamentally simple doesn’t account for the increasing
Sturm und Drang1 regarding GRC since the turn of the 21st century. There are
other reasons that account for the attention paid to GRC, such as these increasingly important aspects of business and
technology:
Globalization. Ironically, globalization has complicated business by expanding choices for where and with whom you do
business. That, along with the Internet, has also expanded the number of potential competitors a company has in any new
business venture. Calculating the odds for success (or failure, that is, risk) brings more variables than ever before.
Scrutiny. From Enron and Worldcom to the mortgage meltdown, government entities are paying infinitely more attention
to the way companies conduct business. The bigger a company gets, the more impact it has on both its market and the
economy, and both the public and private sector are struggling with how to govern this. The result: new laws, new policies,
new audit requirements.

1

From German: literally storm and stress—also, a late 18th century German literary movement characterized by works containing rousing action and high
emotionalism that often deal with the individual's revolt against society
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Capability. Talk about the law of unintended consequences—when companies started eliminating paper-based processes,
they replaced them with systems that could automatically answer the first two questions above. It’s (purportedly) easier to
electronically monitor corporate activities, so those who have oversight – whether internal superiors or external regulators
– are asking to see the digital equivalent of the paper trail.
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The result: an ever-increasing need for monitoring, tracking, analyzing, and auditing business processes. That’s where GRC
comes in.

Clarifying GRC Definitions
For clarity’s sake, let’s define the points along the continuum in the context of how companies do business.
Governance. Corporate governance outlines the basic structure of the organization: who’s in charge, who’s responsible,
who’s accountable, and what are their responsibilities? It also encompasses policies and procedures to ensure business
processes are handled correctly. For instance, a company may have a policy stating that checks in excess of $20,000 must
be signed by two executives, one of whom has a specific rank such as controller. This is to ensure that no one person can
commit too much of a company’s financial resources. There may be a policy that no customer can submit an order if its
account is 90 days past due.
But governance spans far beyond financial and accounting procedures. All contracts outline policies and procedures for each
of the parties, whether it’s a distribution agreement or a service-level agreement. Governance oversees whether the
commitments in those contracts has been fulfilled.
Applied to information technology, it outlines the basic structure governing the organization’s data: who can access it, how
it’s protected, and how it’s secured. For instance, an employee’s salary may only be visible to themselves, their supervisor,
and a member of the human resources department. It’s up to IT to make sure such private data is not inadvertently
accessed. That’s the strict definition of IT governance.
What makes the concepts of corporate governance and IT governance confusing is that increasingly, companies are using
electronic forms, workflow routing, and other capabilities to capture information relating to governance. It has becomes
IT’s responsibility, as the master of all things digital, to oversee the systems that collect and analyze the information. It’s still
corporate governance, even though IT is handling it.
As we’ll show, Hypatia believes these two processes are so close that it’s logical and prudent to combine them.
Risk. Since long before technology was so completely entrenched in corporations, executives have been concerned about
risk management. Deloitte Consulting defines six different kinds of business risk (see figure Categories of Business Risk) and
they frequently involve the kind of heads-down qualitative analysis that only people can do. For instance, where might weak
points exist in your supply chain? What’s your contingency plan if a shipment of components arrives from Asia with quality
issues?
As noted in the definitions, many of these have a technological component, a process that compiles the information for
assessment and subsequent analysis by a tool such as business intelligence software. In this scenario, technology is
responsible for the quantitative aspects so that others can discern the qualitative aspects. For instance, analytics may reveal
that a company has only 60 percent chance of making an international investment profitable; only a person can determine
whether that probability is high enough to warrant the commitment.

June 27, 2014

Table 2: Categories of Business Risk
Risk Categories

Definitions

Strategic risk

The risk that the organization is unable to implement appropriate business
plans, strategies, decision-making or resource allocation, or to adapt to
changes in its business environment

Competitive risk

The ability to build or maintain sustainable competitive advantage in a given
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market or markets
Financial risk

The risk associated with managing the organization’s assets and liabilities,
both on-and off-balance sheet

Legal & regulatory risk

Risk that business activities are impeded through non-compliance with, or
changes in, the domestic or international regulatory or legal environment

Operational risk

The risk resulting from management and operational processes, technology,
human performance, or external events

Reputation risk

The risk associated with the impact an activity may have on the
organization’s image in the community, public confidence or its brand
Source: Deloitte Consulting

Compliance. This is the area that has received the most attention recently, and is probably the catalyst (or culprit) behind
the fact that there are so many vendors claiming to be part of the GRC marketplace. There are horizontal government
regulations relating to financial and accounting activities, such as Sarbanes-Oxley. There are vertical government regulations
relating to specific industries, such as the medical industry’s HIPAA and HITECH, or those in the energy industry overseen
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). At
the same time, there are frequently industry regulations to which companies must adhere, such as ITIL, CoBit, and ISO
27001. As if those weren’t enough, multinational countries just deal with regulations enacted by other countries, or those
from individual states. It seems as if they sprout like mushrooms after a rain (see Table 2: Regulations Galore).
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Just as with the other two categories, this category incorporates elements of people, process and technology. Dealing with
industry-specific data involves human expertise, while compiling results for auditing is a process, while a database can store
the regulation’s contents.
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Table 3: Regulations Galore
Regulation

Category

Governing Body

Basel

Financial

European Union

J-Sox

Financial

Japan

FISMA

Information Security

NIST

PCI

Financial

PCI Security Standards Council

ITIL

IT Service Management

Office of Government Commerce

CoBit

IT Governance

ISACA

ISO 31000

Risk Management

ISO

ISO 27001

Information Security

ISO

ISO 9000

Quality Management

ISO

HIPAA

Patient Privacy and Security

U.S.

HITECH

Medical

U.S.
Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved Research

Research Methodology, Approach & Vendor Rankings
Why this focus on actionable insight? Knowledge for the sake of knowledge without a purpose is outside our mission.
Since 2001, Hypatia’s tagline has been calculating results. Our research methodology, a hybrid approach that combines
qualitative and quantitative input from end-users, benchmarks the business return on investment2 realized by organizations
of all sizes.

June 27, 2014

Hypatia takes an end-user approach to customer and market intelligence research. Similar to Consumer Reports, our
industry experts are objective in providing end-user organizations with independent primary research assessments as
decision-support in evaluating various enabling technologies, service providers and consulting firms. To maintain its
independence and impartiality, Hypatia Research does not engage in research sponsorships3, accepts no outside advertising,
no free samples and utilizes proprietary research techniques to evaluate vendors.

2

From enabling technologies and services providers

3

Vendors may license distribution rights to Hypatia Research Group studies after completion, but may not commission syndicated studies.
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Along with our trademarked Hypatia’s4 GalaxyTM evaluation rankings of vendors that offer enterprise level GRC software
solutions, this study provides end-user organizations with an analysis of why companies invest in GRC, what tangible
benefits are possible, and what metrics can be used to measure the ROI of GRC initiatives.

Survey Respondent Profiles
Respondents operate primarily in Europe (41.5%) with healthy
representation from Asia Pacific (32.4%), and North America
(26.1%) regions. Among the 664 respondents, the organizations
were divided among SMBs (8%) with revenues under $100 million,
mid-market (34.6%) and large enterprises (57.5%) with $2 billion
or more in revenues.

“81.5% of survey respondents have
accountability for GRC initiatives at their
organization
-18.65% C-Level / EVP
-39.4% Director / Manager

-23.4% GRC Supervisor / Team Lead”
Overwhelmingly, managers, directors, vice presidents and C-level
executives directly accountable or involved in their organization’s
--Hypatia Research Group
GRC initiatives were represented (81.5%) in our survey responses
(figure 5). This strongly suggests that interest in convergence of
GRC is high among decision-makers and those directly
accountable for governance, risk and compliance practices. Retail/CPG (15.7%) financial services (15.2%) excluding
insurance (6.8%), and manufacturing (13.6%) and comprised the largest industry sectors representation followed by
telecommunications and media (11.5%).
Figure 3: Respondents by Geography

Hypatia of Alexandria, (c.370-415 AD) a professor of astronomy, mathematics and philosophy, invented several scientific devices--the astrolabe, plane-sphere, and hydro-scope
(hydrometer).
4
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Figure 4: Respondents by Company Size
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$20B
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Figure 5: Respondents by Industry / Sector
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Figure 6: Respondents by Role
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Figure 7: GRC Respondents by Function
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Chapter One: Changes in Enterprise GRC


High levels of fragmentation exist among users’ perception and understanding about GRC--particularly about

Key Findings

the importance of having an integrated GRC strategy.


The onslaught of new government regulations shows no signs of decreasing



Companies’ business practices are so inter-related that, rather than looking at them in isolation, executives
need a holistic view in order to accurately discern patterns, trends, and activities



Companies seek to understand from the start of a business process to the finish what was done, when it was
done, whether it was done properly, and can produce a report to prove it.

The GRC market in 2014 is still highly fragmented. In too many instances, enterprises are still using GRC applications as
departmental solutions to solve a specific issue relating to governance, risk, compliance, or security.
There’s a logical reason for this. Frequently, enterprises deploy a GRC solution to solve a specific problem. They’ve flunked
an audit. They’ve discovered a security breach. They’re subject to a new regulation. (In short, they react.) Facing this
urgency, they turn to a solution that’s simple and inexpensive to deploy. Short-term problem solved.
The problem with that strategy is that every department in an enterprise can benefit from the operational insight that GRC
applications can provide. Tackling GRC on a departmental basis solves that department’s problem, but it doesn’t provide
the enterprise-wide insight that helps companies understand where its capability gaps are. Nor is it particularly easy to
integrate or aggregate the information to develop a consistency view for analysis.
The basic problem is a lack of collaboration, which leads to a lack of visibility. The legal, human resources, and finance
departments are all separate and using different tools. No one’s interested in the needs of the other divisions, and everyone
mistrusts the other’s data. That means at the top, there’s no transparency into the overall risks.
In a way, the single-minded focus on a specific department is
understandable. Enterprises may still rely on the innumerable industryspecific or vertical solutions available because those solutions tend to relate
to specific regulations, whether FISMA (financial services), HIPAA (health
care), or PCI (retail). At the same time, enterprises can also deploy industry
solutions relating to specific scenarios, such as third-party (example: supply
chain) GRC for retail and manufacturing, or security for the banking
industry.

“End-users acknowledge effective
GRC benefits include corporate
performance and sustainability.”
--Hypatia Research Group
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Enterprises aren’t solely to blame for this attitude. For vendors, it’s easier to sell to a specific department leader or
executive, rather than trying to navigate a labyrinthine organization, trying to understand who has influence and who
doesn’t. When we asked vendors to whom they sell, the answer spanned multiple positions: CIO, CFO, chief compliance
officer, corporate counsel, risk management, as well as human resources and operations. It doesn’t matter how it happens,
but the result is too many point solutions that don’t integrate.
Our assessment is that most (not all) of what happens in a company relating to GRC is horizontal, rather than vertical.
Information technology, security, human resources, finance, and risk have ramifications in every enterprise. To comply with
some of the regulations in Sarbanes-Oxley – one of the big drivers of GRC deployment a few years ago – enterprises must
prove that only certain people had access to data, and that the same person did not control multiple aspects relating to
finance (i.e., segregation of duties). This may apply not only to the finance department, but also to high-level executives in
each division.
Consider this; there are more than 30 different potential GRC categories. One alternative to an enterprise-wide solution is
to license, deploy, manage, train, and upgrade 30+ different point solutions every time an industry or financial regulation
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changes. Hypatia does not believe that this kind of fragmentation increases a company’s security or decreases its risk.
Although it does add several layers of complexity to the compliance efforts involved. In short, our recommendation is that
an enterprise-level solution with one-to-three specialty point solutions is optimal. Ten or more different GRC point
solutions are not.
Finally, there’s another factor that supports the argument of an enterprise-wide solution. The things that really haven’t
changed: the plethora of new risks and regulations enterprises face. The faster companies can respond to these demands,
the better. Maintaining a single repository for all GRC-related issues provides an advantage in that response time.
Information needs to be shared quickly with the right functions/roles, and with the right guidance for taking action on alerts,
outliers, or anomalies aligned with an organization’s tolerance for risk.
Figure 8: Top 3 GRC Investment Drivers: 2011 versus 2014

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved



52.2% state enterprise GRC allows us to monitor, assess and quickly react to risk at the enterprise level



43% cited industry, government, or financial regulations drove the decision to invest



43% acknowledged our enterprise performance benefits from strong linkage with risk management, compliance
and/or sustainability goals



31.7% stated GRC software enables us to pass audits more easily
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When asked for the top three reasons organizations invested in GRC tools, survey results spanned a wide range of
motivations and significant changes spanning 2011 to 2014 (see Figure 7 below). In 2011, the highest percentage of
respondents (43%) cited “industry regulations require it,” while 28.7% said, “Our CEO insisted upon it” and 23.1% said
“our lawyers insisted on it” and 16.2% stated “GRC software enables us to pass audits more easily.”
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Now in 2014, the shift from reactive GRC to proactive business usage is evident. Most revealing is that the need for a Clevel executive or corporate lawyer to insist upon investment fell by more than 50% when comparing 2011 responses to
2014.


Our CEO insisted upon it; 28.7% in 2011 versus 12.4% in 2014



Our lawyers insisted on it: 23.1% in 2011 versus 8.1% in 2014

Challenges and Perceptions
Our analysis reveals GRC practitioners do understand that software applications have the ability to ease their burden.
However, challenges abound. Let’s look at these individually, using the categories of cultural, logistics, cost, and complexity.
Cultural. The fact is that departmental executives frequently focus on their own issues to the exclusion of those facing
other departments. That’s how they’re compensated. They also look at their GRC issues as specialized, requiring
specialized solutions. That’s how companies end up with multiple point solutions that collect data, but then find they are
unable to aggregate it to attain an enterprise-wide view of their performance.
At the same time, there is no consensus as to which department should maintain oversight over compliance. In some
companies, it’s the legal department. In others, it’s the finance department, based on the risk management aspect. In still
others, IT has responsibility for parts of it because its systems collect the data.
Logistical. Our research indicates that currently, most companies handle GRC manually. They track information in
spreadsheets and documents, and store it on servers or in collaboration tools such as Microsoft SharePoint. This is a recipe
for errors and omissions, which can lead to flawed conclusions and missed deadlines. Flawed conclusions can be bad enough
when you’re doing it for business reasons; when it’s a compliance issue with externally mandated deadlines, companies face
financial penalties and potential impact on their company’s reputation.
Forward-thinking companies realize that – no matter what segment of the organization they’re looking at – manual
processes must be digitized and automated as much as possible. One of the key components of many GRC packages is an
integrated workflow capability that routes forms based on rules and processes compliance officers or others devise.
Cost. Indeed, GRC efforts are not inexpensive. And because GRC efforts cover so many areas and vary from industry to
industry, it’s hard to establish a fixed number for budgeting. Some SaaS-based GRC vendors cite annual fees as low as
approximately $25,000 per year; other customers have cited multi-million dollar deployments that depleted their budgets
and still required more funding.
At the same time, calculating ROI is also difficult. There are clearly soft savings in terms of time spent compiling
information, but that can be hard to quantify. Most vendors market their software along the same lines of an insurance
policy, as something that, given the aforementioned megatrends in GRC, it’s not something a company can afford to be
without.
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Complexity. The fact is, GRC is complex. It represents three inter-related activities for companies. Governance overlaps
with both risk and compliance; it’s the perfect Venn diagram. That makes it confusing because some parts of compliance
don’t overlap with risk, and vice versa. The three categories, along with security, create a continuum that can encompass
not only the way a company presents itself to the outside world, but also the way it conducts itself internally.
GRC is complex because companies are required to apply it to both horizontal facets of their work – as with finance and
accounting, hiring and human resources, safety regulations, and environmental compliance – and vertical facets of their
work, depending on their industry. Even with a SaaS implementation, it can take weeks to months to set up the appropriate
policies.
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What Has Changed with GRC?
So what has changed in the GRC market? Perhaps not surprisingly for a market segment with so many players and
perspectives, the GRC market continues to be vibrant and challenging. New vendors are still entering the market. We
researched 28 companies in 2011, and 235 companies in 2014, but only 10 companies were common to both years (part of
the reason, too, is that we narrowed our parameters this year, preferring to look more closely at vendors promising GRC
that spanned the enterprise, and excluding those that focused strictly on data access and security within IT).
Deployment options have expanded as well. Of the vendors we researched, 16 offer either a cloud-option or cloud-only
deployment. Surprisingly, given concerns about cloud security and cyber-attacks, more than 37.2 percent reported having a
cloud or SaaS-based solution and nearly 32 percent cited
Figure 9: GRC Delivery Models* in Use: 2014

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved
*Will not equal 100% as companies may have more than one GRC solution and more than one delivery model at a global enterprise
level.

using a hybrid delivery model with on-premise at corporate headquarters and cloud or hosted deployments at multiple
regional locations. Governance and compliance policy decisions are controlled at headquarters while regional offices align
with corporate while taking into account local regulations.

5

Several GRC software vendors were acquired by management consultancies and will be covered in a subsequent study.
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As with all cloud-based applications, these offer the opportunity for faster time-to-value as compared to on-premises
scenarios that require time for procurement, hardware installation, network provisioning, and other issues. (Those
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respondents that preferred on-premises solutions cited concerns over control, security, configurability, and vendor
maturity.)
GRC vendors are also adopting cutting-edge techniques for collaboration and interaction with customers. Some are
allowing customers to analyze social media streams for potential risks. Dissatisfied customers may take to social network
sites to air their grievances before a letter of complaint can wend
its way to the right people within an organization. Whether the
complaint is legitimate or not – say, regarding an actual product
“Like most business activities, the elements
flaw – it’s best for an enterprise to know about it sooner rather
of eGRC and IT GRC involve people,
than later. Other vendors have set up online communities that
process, and technology. This table charts
allow enterprises to interact with the vendor and each other to
share best practices, suggest additional features, and answer
where each aspect overlaps. For instance,
questions.
governance technology handles data
What else has changed? The need and applicability of GRC isn’t
stagnant. Since Sarbanes-Oxley was enacted, we’ve only seen more
in the way of financial regulations. We suspect that new
environmental regulations are going to loom large in the future,
especially based on the results of our exclusive survey.

access and security.”
--Hypatia Research Group

Hypatia Defines Enterprise GRC Solutions
Hypatia Research defines converged GRC solutions as a continuum of people, process, and technology. The spectrum
extends IT GRC solutions on one side to enterprise GRC (eGRC) solutions on the other. At the extreme end of the IT
side of the spectrum lie highly automated digital controls for managing data access. At the extreme end of the enterprise
side of the spectrum lays the element of business risk, which combines human elements such as instinct and experience
with metrics for decision-making. In between, the solutions overlap, incorporating capabilities such as assessment; auditing;
compliance with industry, partner, and government regulations, as well as internal policies; and workflow, all of which
combine elements of human and digital analysis.
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Governance, risk, and compliance follow the traditional structure of contemporary business in that they have elements of
people, process, and technology; there is a continuum that combines all elements of Governance Risk and Compliance. At
one end, people analyze risk and develop governance structures based on their skill and experience and that of their
employees (example: you may have a database that tells you what percentage of your bank’s loans were given without down
payments, but a human would have to determine whether that was too high a risk or not).
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Figure 10: Elements of Governance Risk and Compliance

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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At the other end of the spectrum, technology oversees compliance and governance through means of access, data
protection, and security. Along the continuum, processes driven by technological alerts and reporting ensure that
supervisors are aware when employees are abiding by rules and regulations. Those supervisors can act on anomalies based
on either their own knowledge or an indication from the system that compliance is in jeopardy.
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Key Findings

Chapter Two: Budgets & Consensus Building


Empowered to quickly identify and mitigate business risk



Ability to pass annual audits more easily and with less cost



Ability to align with risk management, compliance, and/or sustainability goals with corporate performance
management and/or shareholder targets GRC software that allows us to monitor, assess, and quickly react to
risk at an enterprise level



GRC software allows us to monitor, assess, and quickly react to risk at an enterprise level

As part of our study of the GRC market, Hypatia surveyed and interviewed GRC practitioners to get a sense of their
prevailing attitudes about GRC. In many cases, the responses showed that many enterprises already understand the value
of a cross-enterprise GRC view.

Investment Criteria: What Survey Respondents Want
For instance, when we asked for the top three reasons an organization invested in GRC software, the top answer (cited by
52.2 percent of respondents) was “GRC software allows us to monitor, assess, and quickly react to risk at an enterprise
level.” The other two reasons, both cited by 43 percent, were “industry, government, and/or financial regulations drove our
decision” and “our enterprise performance benefits from strong linkage with risk management, compliance, and/or
sustainability goals.” Hence, our prediction that environmental issues will continue to increase in importance in the future.
Similarly, respondents are measuring the success of their GRC application deployment as much for operational productivity
improvements as for identifying key risk indicators, and they’re doing it in a variety of areas, including the safeguarding of
customer information; reputation management; the ability to monitor IT-specific compliance; and to identify business risk.
All of these were cited by more than 40 percent of respondents, indicating their interest in deriving proactive benefits as
much as reactive benefits.
At the same time, respondents confirmed that deploying a cross-enterprise application also has its obstacles. When asked
to name the top three enterprise challenges faced in effectively deploying GRC software, 48 percent cited the ability to
align with risk management, compliance, and/or sustainability goals with corporate performance management and/or
shareholder targets. Some 43 percent cited issues with budget (whose budget funds GRC?), usage, and accountability. In
addition, tied at 36 percent were two concerns: the difficulty in building a business case to justify the cost of investing in
GRC solutions, and the difficulty in changing existing business processes to align with GRC software (this was also an issue
when ERP applications were first deployed).
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The shift in challenges has expanded from technology, cost and control issues to business justification of investment and
creation of closed-loop processes to measure effectiveness of programs in order to align results with corporate
performance objectives. Our analysis reveals this to be a significant validation of business value as a driver for investment.
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Figure 11: Top Three Challenges

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved

At an aggregated level, 44.7 percent of GRC practitioners indicated they planned to overcome challenges through
engagement with a management consulting firm while 56.4 percent planned or had invested in GRC software solutions.
Another 52.6 percent were most likely to hire additional staff with GRC expertise. Surprisingly, 34.6 percent selected “let
the corporate governance board resolve all of these challenges.” Inasmuch as the GRC software landscape is fragmented,
organizational approaches to enterprise challenges seem to match.
An encouraging sign is found in the 41.5 percent of respondents whose number one priority is obtaining necessary GRC
expertise for business process and risk management programs, regulations and compliance standards—either through
external (25 percent) or internal (16.5 percent) resources.

Budget Holders, Accountability and Benefits
But further exacerbating these challenges is the apparent split within enterprises as to who’s responsible for GRC versus
who ultimately controls the budget. Our results showed a wide variety rather than consensus when we asked which role
ultimately controls the budget for GRC investment.
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There was a similar lack of consensus when it came to who’s accountable for risk mitigation and who realizes downstream
benefits of an effective enterprise program. The C-suite is largely held accountable for ensuring benefits are tracked,
measured and quantified while the chief risk, information and technology officers are on notice to ensure enterprise risk is
identified and mitigated in time to avoid damage via these top issues:
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Brand reputation



Corporate espionage



Customer identity or commerce theft



Employee / partner embezzlement



Fraudulent claims or purchases



Infrastructure breaches



On-boarding, provisioning, and termination of employees



Overall business risk management



Third party access to information

Figure 12: Budget Holders, Influencers, and Veto Power
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Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved

Not surprisingly, there was also little consensus as to why GRC deployment is a priority. This largely depends on which
role or function is responding to the question, i.e. the proverbial 7 blind men describing an elephant. This isn’t a negative;
these results clearly show that the right GRC application can target multiple issues within the enterprise. Interestingly, our
analysis found the results fell along a fairly consistent line, with approximately 60 percent cited each of the following
objectives as important and 20 percent citing them as a high priority – although differences by industry and company size
were evident. Deployment objectives included:


Managing enterprise risk and liabilities



Minimizing fraud
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Refining strategy based on performance insights



Monitoring segregation of duties



Accommodating proliferating data sources



Proactively identifying fraud and risk



Reducing risk through better business intelligence and analytics



Reducing manual processes



Streamlining audit processes



Managing partners and suppliers



Requirement for Segregation of Duties (SOD)

Even as enterprises seem to understand the value of cross-enterprise GRC applications, there is a knowledge gap in
understanding the cost. In 2014, for example, more than 30 percent have budgeted less than $100,000 for GRC—and this
excludes those who cited having no budget or not having visibility into the budget process. That approximates the cost of a
narrowly focused cloud-based solution for a midsize company. Another 25 percent have budgeted between $100,000 and
$500,000, which more closely approximates the cost of a widespread deployment for mid-market enterprises. Only 19.5
percent have allocated more than $500,000 for their GRC efforts, a number associated with large global enterprises with
more than $2 billion in annual revenues.

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research Group, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Figure 13: Priorities for GRC Deployment by Business Issue(s)
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Enterprises seem to understand that GRC solutions and programs will benefit various swaths of their enterprise. Vendors
have been diligent in their campaigns to educate professionals as to their value. Obstacles still remain, however, in spreading
that insight across the organization and developing a consensus for investment in GRC solutions and services. (Investment
plan breakouts by industry, company size or global region are available: research@HypatiaResearch.com). Twenty-three
vendors were evaluated overall.
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Figure 14: Enterprise Governance, Risk & Compliance Software Vendors Evaluated
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Chapter Three: AvePoint Product Matrix Evaluation
Hypatia has benchmarked the current state of GRC vendors and consulting firms for its enterprise GRC evaluations.
Primarily, we believe that enterprises will be best served by GRC applications that represent a convergence of governance,
risk, compliance, and security; and secondly, a technical foundation for GRC that is configurable, extensible, and flexible
accommodates whatever challenges the future might hold.
The enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley in 2002 was only the beginning.
Since then, Congress has continued to enact regulations affecting
various facets of the enterprise. As this is written, companies are
tackling the provisions of Dodd-Frank, a massive consumer-protection
act that encompasses everything from identifying systemic risks within
complex companies; closing loopholes for unregulated financial
instruments; giving shareholders more say in corporate governance;
and adding new rules for transparency and accountability for creditrating agencies. If enterprises don’t think it’s going to require flexibility
and configurability to conform to those new regulations – and any
others that Congress can fashion – they’re in trouble.
We evaluated the companies – both software vendors and consulting
firms – who can provide foundational elements for agile GRC
capabilities going forward, and who understand the importance of
combining all the requisite elements of enterprise GRC and IT GRC
into an integrated entity. The optimal GRC application of the future –
like an ERP application – will provide a holistic view of how the
company responds to the myriad of challenges relating to meeting its
obligations, legal, ethical, operational, or otherwise.

“Compliance Guardian is the
technology platform that provides the
foundation for our customers’ GRC
initiatives. Our research and
development team, along with
customer engagements and work with
worldwide standards organizations help
us stay on top of compliance
regulations so we can build technology
that solves real business problems”
--Robert Yonaitis, Chief Research
Scientist, AvePoint, Inc.

Hypatia’s Product MatrixTM: 2014 GRC Evaluation Methodology
Our due diligence included a 1) vendor briefing, 2) product demonstration and 3) customer reference interviews. In certain
cases, customer references were obtained without vendor involvement through our professional network.
An effort to avoid “boiling the ocean” in our analysis of this highly fragmented vendor landscape compelled us to evaluate
enterprise GRC software providers by 16 discrete yet interdependent dimensions. We affectionately refer to our Matrix
as an AWD or 4X4 evaluation. Each of the vendors were ranked by product features, functionality and professional service
capabilities provided by the vendor rather than partners or resellers. These criteria were utilized for both the Hypatia
GalaxyTM rankings and our overall assessment of these
software solution providers.

AvePoint, Inc.

“Loose tweets sink fleets.”

One of AvePoint’s key differentiators is its ability to address the management of sensitive data that may be intermingled
with non-sensitive data. For example, mobile text messaging, use of social networks such as Facebook or Twitter which
many employees activate on a work laptop, tablet or phone. In a previous study, “Social Analytics and Intelligence:
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-- U.S. Navy Social Media Handbook

Established in 2001, AvePoint began as an infrastructure
management company with a strong focus on IT infrastructure
management, particularly around SharePoint. The company evolved to encompass governance of all IT infrastructures
inclusive of social media, file share and cloud-based information sources. With over 1400 employees, the company
operates globally out of twenty-five offices in eighty-eight countries on six continents.
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Converting Contextual to Actionable” our research found the use of social inside the corporate enterprise is growing—both
for collaboration between employees and for engagement with customers or suppliers. Our assessment is that AvePoint is
one of a handful of GRC software providers capable of effectively
managing sensitive data on-premises or in the cloud.
Moreover, risk can be contextually analyzed based upon the text that is
in a specific document as well as the overall context of the document.
Impressive is AvePoint’s layered approach to enterprise risk assessment
where compliance sits on top of governance which sits on top of
infrastructure management. The company provides features and
functionality to perform forensic analysis as well as to manage
permissions, change access controls, and move data around. In short, the
solution enables organizations to find information, tag it, protect it, and
move it to where it should be.
AvePoint’s solution for Enterprise Compliance and Risk Management is
named Compliance Guardian. In addition to its robust partner ecosystem inclusive of worldwide system integrators, management
consultancies, value added resellers (VARs), numerous storage vendors,
Amazon.com, NetApp, IBM, and Hitachi to name a few. AvePoint’s
professional services group also provides:


Fixed-cost Engagements



Custom Consulting Engagements



Training, Knowledge Transfer and Educational Services

“My team helps internally and
externally at the intersection of policy
and practice. We help customers
understand how business users are
using systems so that can build
policies to be in compliance while still
doing their job. Our job is to be there
to solve the pain points when the
rubber meets the road.”

--Dana Simberkoff, Senior Vice
President of Risk Management &
Compliance, AvePoint, Inc.

Clients include: Epson, Henderson Global Investors, Kaneka, Mobile Entrée, Park Nicollet, Prairie South.
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While AvePoint entered the GRC software market later than many other of the 23 vendors we evaluated, they nonetheless
scored within the top ten (and in the top three for enterprise risk management) in the categories ranked below.
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Hypatia’s Product MatrixTM: 2014 GRC Definitions
Governance
Bench-

Enterprise

marking

Insight

Incident
Mgmt &

Role Mgmt.

Remediation

Benchmarking: The ability to compare the results of business processes across multiple departments or
timeframes. To help enterprises understand whether they’re achieving operational improvement or not, GRC
applications must have a capability for comparing data.



Enterprise Insight: The ability to identify operational and compliance issues across multiple departments. Too
many GRC applications provide point solutions for specific areas (i.e., finance, security), whereas most GRC issues
(separation of duties, access privileges) span multiple departments.



Incident Management & Remediation: The application should provide a way to track incidents and any
progress currently made within the remediation process. It should also track who is responsible and how it should
be fixed.



Role Management: The ability to ensure that only employees with the proper privileges can access sensitive
data, change settings or business processes, or otherwise update GRC data. The application should understand
who needs read-only visibility into data versus who needs higher-level privileges.



e-Discovery: The ability to search the data within a GRC application document repository in order to determine
when actions took place. This aids executives’ corporate counsel in defending or arguing compliance to particular
mandates.



Internal Audit: The ability to prove what was done and when is crucial to GRC insight. The applications needs to
provide proof that what was supposed to happen (data protected, employee privileges updated, bills paid in a
timely fashion) did actually happen.



KPI Assessment: The ability to set up and analyze whether the enterprise is adhering to key performance
indicators. KPIs may relate to internal goals, industry mandates, or government regulations.



Risk Exposure Analysis: The ability to analyze the level of risk involved in business activities. This ranges from
the risk of investing in emerging markets to the risk involved in keeping corporate data on a public cloud. Using
percentages and probabilities, this helps determine likelihood of problems and establish parameters for addressing
them.
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Compliance
Import
Mgmt.

Policy
Updates &
Controls

Reporting &
Dashboards

Issue
Escalation &
Remediation



Import Management: As government and regulations are created and updated, a GRC application must be able
to easily import that information, no matter what the source format is. Ideally, with data feeds set up properly, this
can be done on an automated basis.



Policy Updates & Controls: The ability to easily update or change data in the document repository to reflect
new mandates, changes to service level agreements, or changes to business processes. The ability to apply controls
to categories of users quickly and easily; that is, changing access, authorization, or other security controls.



Reporting & Dashboards: GRC users must be able to track information generated by the application. The
ability to create reports based on this information for dissemination in a clear and straightforward format is crucial.
The ability to track information in real-time through dashboards configured for specific roles (IT, finance,
operations) is also crucial.



Issue Escalation: The application should incorporate the capability to understand who should address problems
and forward them accordingly, whether through workflow or other means. The application should also provide an
account of what has already been done so that any new person assigned the problem has a clear understanding of
what’s already happened.

Foundation
Document
Repository

Analytics

Configurability

Integration

Document Repository: A single document repository that feeds all modules of the application holds all related
information about processes, regulatory issues, and compliance directives. This is important to create a single
system of record that updates all associated information in different GRC modules.



Analytics: The ability to analyze GRC data, using industry-standard business intelligence or data analytics tools.
The ability to analyze data from both structured databases and unstructured data sources (i.e., “big data”) is
especially important.



Configurability: The ability to change the way different users see data pertinent to their roles without changing
the underlying data structure. Given the complexity of GRC applications, users should be able to see everything
they need to conduct their work, without the clutter of extraneous or sensitive material.



Integration: The ability to incorporate data from other applications and systems, especially from those different
beyond the GRC vendor’s purview. For instance, the ability to accept data from multiple ERP or security
applications without manual intervention saves time and increases accuracy.
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Figure 15: Product MatrixTM Evaluation: AvePoint, Inc.
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Key Findings

Chapter Four: Best Practices


Currently GRC is a way to track what happened, report on it, and pass audits



Vendors support GRC from a multitude of angles, whether horizontal or vertical. Some started in security,
some in workflow, some in project management; others approach GRC from the perspective of highly
regulated industries



GRC has the potential to move beyond a reactive mechanism. Currently it’s a way to track what happened and
report on it. But it also has the potential to become a way to make companies proactive.

How
should
companies approach GRC? We recommend they do so the same way they would approach any enterprise application
deployment – with an understanding that it has the potential to touch every department of your organization, or at the very
least multiple business processes.
Attempting something new – developing new products, expanding into new regions – means risk. Achieving success means
developing policies and procedures that govern those endeavors. Tackling new endeavors – or the enactment of rules
regarding current operations – always means the potential for new regulations. All this adds up to the potential for an
increasing GRC burden. The key foundation for reducing this burden is an application that’s both integrated and automated.
Another key consideration for GRC applications is their adherence to standards.
It is that much more important, then, for enterprises facing that purchase decision to understand the best choice for a GRC
application. One of the reasons the landscape is fragmented is that many vendors come to GRC from different perspectives,
and thus bring different strengths and competencies.

Strengths, Differences & Innovation
Though a vendor’s pedigree, as it were, is not the only element in
a purchase decision, understanding it can help enterprises make
intelligent decisions regarding vendors’ perspectives as to what’s
important.
Most important, of course, is the technology. GRC applications
must provide certain basic technological and operational
capabilities. Hypatia Research recommends that enterprises ask
GRC vendors about these capabilities, as they represent the
foundation upon which we believe the most valuable GRC
applications stand. On the technological side, these include:

“Compliance functions should ideally
operate in tandem with internal audit, risk
and legal functions to ensure that there was
a consistent and integrated approach to risk
identification, management and mitigation.”
--Hypatia Research Group
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Underlying framework. GRC applications are frequently made up of modules that address specific areas. The application
needs a content management framework for these modules, encompassing both document management and database
management, one that provides a high level of consistency. This consistency is important to ensure not only that
information isn’t duplicated, but to ensure that when an employee looks up a definition or a policy, the application displays
the one accepted instance of that text or regulation.
This consistency also allows sharing of data across departments. That means, for instance, that the segregation of duties
(SOD) rules set up by the finance department aligns with the access control data and process set up by the IT department.
It also means that a supplier rejected by one division for quality control issues can’t offer its services to another division.
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Having what’s known as a single version of the truth as it relates to all departments makes everything from analytics to ediscovery simpler.
Analytics, Reporting & Visualization. Facilitates and audits not only compliance with a regulation, but also proving that
compliance. That’s why GRC applications’ reporting capabilities are so important. Ask what kind of data sources the
application can accommodate. Does it accommodate structured systems such as databases, and unstructured systems, such
as documents, spreadsheets, and e-mail? As enterprises worry more about Big Data (that is, the combination of structured
and unstructured data), a GRC application should accommodate both. Social media and CRM customer support notes
illustrate types of unstructured data that enterprises should analyze for potential problems.
In addition, it should be able to display this information clearly through dashboards. GRC data is of no value if employees
with any basic level of technology training can’t access them, or configure them. Make sure the application has the business
intelligence capability that lets employees both gather and analyze data. Only with the ability to analyze and easily visualize
data even before an audit is due will enterprises have the ability to be operationally proactive. At the same time, employees
should be able to drill down into the data they find in order to understand its source and its reliability.
APIs. Beyond the ability to exchange data internally, GRC applications must be able to accommodate data from other
applications, such as ERP applications, or communications protocols, such as XML. Given the breadth of GRC, applications
need to easily accept data from a variety of sources, without requiring high levels of manual integration from customers.
Case in point: consider the ability to accommodate data from IT vulnerability management tools, such as those developed
by Qualys and Rapid7.
Data Input. In addition to accepting data from other sources, GRC applications should also allow simplified updating of
information with these sources. Once policies, procedures, regulations, and SLAs are input, how easily can they be changed,
and those changes propagated across the application? In the instance of case management, when enterprises must track
specific instances of compliance failures, how easy is it to add notes, either on a public or private basis, so that information
is shared centrally?
Standards adherence. Does the vendor work with and conform to the dictates of GRC standards bodies, such as OCEG
(formerly known as the Open Compliance and Ethics Group), COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations), FedRAMP
(Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program), NIST SP 800-37 (National Institute of Standards and Technology
Risk Management Framework), and others.
On the operational side, these include the ability to share best practices within the application; a strong level of consistency
in how managers assess risk; and the ease with which the application can accommodate shifts in corporate strategy that
affect its GRC stance.
Given that many GRC applications include these key features, what should enterprises think about when considering which
one to choose? The key is simple: how well it works for the enterprise’s needs. For instance, one of the advantages that
many vendors offer is the ability to start small and expand. That’s not always true with most enterprise software. GRC is
one of the few categories that doesn’t have to be monolithic.

Because it’s a cross-enterprise application, it must also be easy to use for employees in many situations, from those in the
warehouse tracking delivery times to those in the upper echelons tracking overall financial performance. To that end,
Hypatia Research recommends taking a good look at the interface. How easy is it to use? How easy is it to configure rolebased views that encompass all the necessary information for someone’s job and to present only necessary information?
How easy is it to assign tasks, create workflows, establish thresholds, set alerts, design approval process protocols for
exceptions – everything necessary to understand both potential exposure and potential opportunities.
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When looking at a GRC application, too, look for something that is pertinent to current and future enterprise needs. Is it
extensible? Can you deploy modules now at a price you can afford and then, as employees’ comfort level builds, add more
modules later? Do the dashboard, reporting, and analytics capabilities serve your needs not only to gauge risk and audit
compliance today, but to also help you identify operational-improvement opportunities tomorrow?
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The issue of configurability is crucial. There’s a big difference between taking advantage of professional services consultants
– whether employed by the vendor or a third-party consulting firm – to help set up a GRC application properly at the
beginning, and having to bring them in order to change anything. It’s important for those in lines of business functions to not
only configure their views, but to add and access information.

Suggestions for Getting Started
Establish a GRC committee within your organization. Invite multiple departments to express their perspectives
regarding governance, risk, compliance. What are they using? How is it deficient? What do they really need? With which
other departments do they need to exchange information? How is that done know and how can it be made more efficient?
Take a long view. As tempted as you may be to pick an application that solves a pressing need, don’t. Assess the myriad
GRC applications available with an eye toward whether it will accommodate the needs of multiple departments and grow
with your enterprise.
Take a wide view. Think about how GRC can do what…for the operations of the entire enterprise, not just one or two
departments. Start thinking now about how you can be proactive by taking advantage of GRC, not just reactive.
Other selection criteria to consider:


Is it technologically sophisticated enough to understand data access issues?



How extensible is it?



How configurable is it?



How flexible is it?



Is a hybrid delivery model available and how secure is it?



Is there a rules engine, and how is it updated?



Is there a common data repository, and how easy is it to access?



Is there a method for assigning probabilities of impact in risk assessments?



How easy is to audit results and output analysis?

Based on the current fragmentation of the market, however, Hypatia is cautiously optimistic about the industry’s ability to
move forward toward these goals, especially toward the integration of traditional IT GRC and eGRC capabilities. Even in
some consulting firms offering strong GRC capabilities, the practitioners in the IT GRC practices don’t interact with the
practitioners in the eGRC practices.

Hypatia’s Assessment
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Hypatia Research believes that GRC has the potential to be as important as other enterprise applications, such as ERP and
CRM. Enterprises that understand this face both opportunities and obstacles. The opportunity: GRC helps enterprises
derive not only a global view of their operations, but the ability to drill down into specific departments, regions, and
businesses processes. The obstacle: GRC, like ERP, deals with processes, and anytime you change the processes that
employees are accustomed to, the transition can be difficult.
We believe it is worth it. GRC has the potential to help companies be proactive, not just reactive. In the same way that a
GRC application can help enterprises see how they performed against specific regulations and policies, it can help an
enterprise see how it performed against a goal – and understand where it fell short.
Not surprisingly, there’s the question of ROI. It’s also hard to quantify the value of something most people think of as
insurance. However, we have been successful in evaluating return on GRC investment through risk mitigation metrics.
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Figure 16: Select Annual Return on GRC Investment as a Percentage of Revenue: 2013

Source: ©2014 Hypatia Research, LLC, All Rights Reserved.

Furthermore, everything relating to business growth has an element of risk in a global economy. New suppliers represent
risk, especially without visibility into those suppliers’ own supply chain. Expansion into emerging markets represents a crash
course in geopolitical and ecological limitations. Tracking, and analyzing those risks helps enterprises understand the
challenges they face and respond more quickly to potential problems.
That’s why we believe that while an enterprise may initially deploy GRC as a way of protecting the enterprise, the purchase
should be made with an eye toward projecting into a future in which the enterprise is smarter, faster and provides proactive
risk intelligence.
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For more information on vendor evaluations, best practices, maturity models, and derivative reports by country, size,
industry or function, or for RFQ advisory, please contact research@HypatiaResearch.com.
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